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ANALOGVOICE BRIDGE

RELATEDAPPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to US. Provisional Patent
Application Ser. No. 61/216,979, entitled “METHODAND
SYSTEM FOR CREW COMMUNICATIONS USING
MULTI-LEVEL REAL-TIME VOICE OVER IP INTER-
COM,” which was filed on May 22, 2009. US. Provisional
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/216,979 is hereby incorpo-
rated by reference.

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS

This invention was made with government support under
government contract number F09604-03-D-0007, Crew
Communications. The Government has certain rights in this
invention.

TECHNICAL FIELDOF THE DISCLOSURE

This disclosure generally relates to data networks, and
more particularly, to an analog voice bridge that provides
voice communicationswhile inhibiting data communications
between a secure network boundary and a method ofoperat-
ing the same.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

Traditional voice telephony has been provided by the pub-
lic switched telephone network (PSTN). The public switched
telephone network is a circuit-based architecture in which
call sessions may be selectively established among multiple
users using point-to-point connection protocols, such as a
time divisionmultiplex (TDM)protocol. The advent ofInter-
net protocol (IP)based systems, however, has provided voice
communication and other associated communications net-
works using a mesh-based architecture, such as the Internet.
Newer telephony networks have been migrating towards
Internet protocol (IP)based systems.Voice over Internet pro-
tocol (VoIP) is a particular type of protocol that has been
established to promote the use ofvoice communications over
packet-based networks, such as the Internet.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

According to one embodiment, a communication system
includes an analog voice bridge coupling one securenetwork
domain to another. The analog voice bridge includes two
codecs that are each coupled to a securenetwork domain and
to each other through an analog voice line. One codec decap-
sulates an analog voice signal from a digital voice stream
received from a terminal, and transmits the analog voice
signal to the other codec through the analog voice line. The
other codec encapsulate the analog voice signal in another
digital voice stream and transmit the encapsulated digital
voice stream to another terminal coupled through the other
secure network domain. The analog voice line conveys the
analog voice signal from the first codec to the second codec
while restricting communication ofthe digital packet stream
between the two secure network domains.

Some embodiments ofthe disclosuremay provide numer-
ous technical advantages. For example, one embodiment of
the analog voice bridge may provide enhanced security than
may be provided using known network isolation devices,
such as firewalls, that may be circumvented in certain cases.
The analog voice bridge provides a solution to this problem
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2
by providing an analog voice line that is only adapted to
convey analog voice signals and not capable of conveying
data packets. Thus, the analog voice bridge according to the
teachings of the present disclosure may provide voice com-
munications across securenetworkboundaries while restrict-
ing transmission of data packets using a technique that iso-
lates secure network domains from one another.

Someembodimentsmay benefit from some, none, or all of
these advantages. Other technical advantages may be readily
ascertained by one of ordinary skill in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of embodiments of the
disclosure will be apparent from the detailed description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in
which:
FIG.1 is a diagram ofone embodiment ofan analog voice

bridge according to the teachings of the present disclosure
that may be configured in a communication network;
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a com-

puting system that includes one or more codecs ofFIG. 1;
FIG.3 is a schematic diagram showing one embodiment of

multiple analog voice lines and signaling lines that may be
configured to route analog voice signals and signaling,
respectively between computing systems ofFIG.2; and
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing one embodiment ofa series

ofactions that may be performed by the analog voice bridge
ofFIG. 1 to provide communication between terminals con-
figured on secure network domains and with differing secu-
rity levels.

DETAILEDDESCRIPTIONOF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS

It shouldbe understood at the outset that, although example
implementations ofembodiments are illustrated below, vari-
ous embodiments may be implemented using any number of
techniques, whether currently known ornot. The present dis-
closure should in no way be limited to the example imple-
mentations, drawings, and techniques illustrated below.
Additionally, the drawings arenot necessarily drawnto scale.

Voice telephony over a packet network, such as the Inter-
net,may be provided by a voice over Internet protocol (VoIP)
that provides for encapsulation ofvoice signals andperform-
ing various signaling procedures typically provided by cir-
cuit-based telephony architectures such as the public
switched telephone network (PSTN). Security for telephony
systems implemented on packet-based networks, however,
may be relatively difficult to implement. For example, infor-
mation transmitted through the packet-based networks may
be conveyedusing packets that may be either inadvertently or
intentionally misdirected to an improper location. These
problems may be worsened by newer secure telephony sys-
tems that implement a multi-level secure (MLS) telephony
system in which call sessions may be associated with one of
several differing levels of security. The migration to Internet
protocol (IP) based telephony systems presents a new chal-
lenge for MLS voice communications because the network
topology on which it is based is inherently asynchronous.
Essentially, all of the mechanisms used to prevent improper
classificationmixing in the circuit domain cannot be applied
to a packet-based infrastructure.

Certain organizations have implemented communication
networks configured with a multi-level secure (MLS) envi-
ronment that may include one or more releasiblity levels for
each security level. For example, the governmentmay have a
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multi-level security including secret, top secret (TS), and top
secret/sensitive compartmented information (TS/SCI). Intel-
ligence systems and systems that process sensitive compart-
mented information (SCI) are governed according to the
Director ofCentral Intelligence Directive (DCID) 6/3 speci-
fication. TheDirector ofCentral IntelligenceDirective speci-
fies that information transmissions ofdifferent security levels
shallbe segregated fromeachother (e.g., encryption,physical
separation). To meet the specification provided by the gov-
ernment, therefore, communicationnetworks should separate
data stream according to its security level and provide physi-
cal separation from data streams from other networks having
a differing level ofsecurity. This separation, however, may be
problematic for voice communications using a packetized
protocol such as the voice over Internet protocol that may
transmit voice signals across security boundaries using voice
data packets.
FIG.1 is a diagram ofone embodiment ofan analog voice

bridge 10according to the teachings ofthe present disclosure
that may be configured in a communication network 12.
Communication network 12 includes two secure network
domains 14aand 14bthat are eachconfiguredwith a terminal
160 and 16b and coupled together through analog voice
bridge 10 as shown. Terminals 16a and 16b convert audio
signals generated or received by auser to digital voice signals
suitable for transmission through secure network domains
14aand 14b.Analog voicebridge 10includes two codecs 18a
and 18b that couple secure network domains 14a and 14b
together through oneormore analogvoice lines 20 andoneor
more signaling lines 22.Analog voice bridge 10also includes
two routing tables 4211 and 42b that are each associated with
each codec 180 and 18b, respectively. Codecs 18a and 18b
providevoice communicationbetween terminals 160and16b
by conveying analog voice signals between secure network
domains 14a and 14bwhile restricting transmission of data
packets between secure network domains 14a and 14b.

Certain embodiments of communication network 12may
provide an enhanced technique for communicating voice sig-
nals across packet network domainswhilemaintaining physi-
cal separation necessary for restricting transmission of data
packets across secure network domains 14a and 14b with
differing levels ofsecurity.Mechanisms suchas firewall rout-
ers may be used to restrict illicit or inadvertent transmission
of unwanted data packets across security level domains, yet
these devices possess a drawback in that the logic used to
discriminate illicit packets from authorized packets is often
inherently prone to spoofing, hacking, or errors that may
compromise the security ofeach secure network domain 1411
or 14b. Certain embodiments of analog voice bridge 10 con-
figured with codecs 18a and 18b that transfer voice signals
using analog voice line 20 provides a solutionto this problem
by not providing a path for the inadvertent transmission of
data packets across the security boundary providedby analog
voice line 20.

Each codec 180or 18bconverts voice data packets from its
respective secure network domain 1411 or 14b to or from an
analog voice stream suitable for transmission across analog
voice line 20.An example codec 180and 18bmay include an
analog to digital converter (ADC) for converting the analog
voice stream to digital signal stream, a digital to analog con-
verter (DAC) for converting the digital signal stream to the
analog stream, and associated logic for encapsulating or
decapsulating the analog voice stream to or from the digital
signal stream in packets suitable for transmission over secure
network domains 14a and 14b.Codecs 18a and 18bmay also
be coupledto one another through oneormore signaling lines
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4
22 that provide call setup, call teardown, or other call nego-
tiation procedures, such as Push-To-Talk (PTT) signal propa-
gation.
In one embodiment, analog voice line 26 comprises a pair

of electrical conducting wires that convey analog voice sig-
nals whose voltage is proportional to its amplitude. In other
embodiments, analogvoice line26may include othertypes of
signaling techniques that convey analog voice signals from
codec 240 to and from codec 24b. For example, multiple
analog voice signalsmay bemultiplexedwith one another on
analog voice line using a time division multiplex access
(TDMA) multiplexing technique. As another example, ana-
log voice line 26 may convey a digital signal stream, such as
a T1 signal forming a digital representation of the analog
voice signal.

Securenetwork domains 14aand 14bmay include any type
of packet data network. For example, secure network
domains 14a and 14bmay be a packet data network, such as
a public or private network, a local area network (LAN), a
metropolitan area network, a wide area network (WAN), a
wireline or wireless network, a global communication net-
work, an optical network, a satellite network, an enterprise
intranet, an intranet, a virtual private network (VPN), the
Internet, or any combinationofthe preceding. Inoneembodi-
ment, secure network domains 14a and 14b may form a
portion ofthe global information grid (GIG), a network estab-
lished by the United States Department ofDefense (DoD) to
promote information sharing among its member organiza-
tions. The global information griddefines a set ofinformation
handling capabilities, associatedprocesses, andpersonnel for
managing information among its various military agencies.
The global information grid include a multi-level security

(MLS) architecture in which secure network domains 14a
and 14b may be established according to varying security
levels, such as unclassified, classified, secret, and top secret
security levels, and may include one or more releasibility
levels, such as a sensitive compartmented information (SCI)
releasibility level. For example, secure network domains 14a
and 14bmay be governmentmanaged networks inwhich one
securenetwork domain 14a is classified as a top secret secure
network and the other secure network domain 14b is classi-
fied as a secret secure network. To qualify for protection
level4 (PL4) requirements of the DCID 6/3 specification,
each secure network domain 14a and 14b should be physi-
cally separate such that essentially no physical path exists for
the transmission of voice data packets from one secure net-
work domain 14a to secure network domain 14b. In many
cases, however, it may be desirous for personnel with termi-
nals 16a configured on secure network domain 14a to ver-
bally communicate in real-time with one or more other per-
sonnel with terminals 16b configured on the other secure
network domain 14b. Thus, analog voice line 20 provides a
mechanism for conveying analogvoice signalswhile restrict-
ing illicit and/or inadvertent transmission of data packets
from one secure network domain 14a to secure network
domain 14b.

Terminals 16a and 16b convert audio signals generated or
received by a user to or from voice data packets suitable for
transmission through its respective secure network domain
14a and 14b. In many respects, terminals 160 and 16b func-
tion in a manner similar to a handset coupled to the public
switched telephone network (PSTN). In one embodiment,
terminals 160 and 16b communicate signaling information
with analog voice bridge using the transfer control protocol/
Internet protocol (TCP/IP) and transfer digital voice signals
using a real-time protocol (RTP) and a session initiation pro-
tocol (SIP). In another embodiment, terminals 160 and 16b
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include a computing system that executes a web browser in
which voice communication through analog voice bridge 10
is restricted to those terminals 1611and 16bthat access analog
voice bridge 10 using their statically assigned IP source
addresses as an authorization mechanism. Thus in some
embodiments, the security of analog voice bridge 10may be
enhanced by restricting access to only those terminals 1611
and 16b for which secure communication may be provided
using commonly used components with well established
security mechanisms, such as IP address filtering, and a
hypertext transfer language secure (HTTPS) protocol.

In one embodiment, voice communication from terminals
1611 and 16b to codecs 1811 and 18b, respectively, are trans-
mitted in voice data packets conforming to the voice over
Internet protocol (VoIP). The voice over Internet protocol
provides for streaming ofvoice signals and includes mecha-
nisms for implementing secure connections over secure net-
work domains 1411 and 14b. Additionally, the voice over
Internet protocol specifies signaling techniques that may be
used by terminals 1611 and 16b to establish various types of
voice connections. In one embodiment, terminals 1611 and
16bmay establish intercom connections (conference connec-
tions) among one another in which voice transmission is
conducted using a push-to-talk (PTT) button configured on
each terminal 1611 and 16b.
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a com-

puting system 26 that includes one or more codecs 1811 of
FIG. 1. Computing system 26 includes a motherboard
coupled to a codec adapter card 30 and a signaling adapter
card 32 through a suitable type of computer bus, such as a
peripheral component interconnect (PCI)or an industry stan-
dard architecture (ISA) computer bus. Motherboard 28 has a
processor 34 coupledto an Ethernet port 36 and amemory 38
that stores a codec/signaling controller 40 and a routing table
4211. Ethernet port 36 is coupled to a console 44 for configu-
ration ofcomputing system26.Althoughonly one computing
system 26 is shown, it should be understood that one ormore
codecs 18b of FIG. 1 may be implemented in similar com-
puting system 26.

Processor 34 executes codec/signaling controller 40 stored
in memory 38 to control codec adapter card 30 and signaling
adapter card 32 for implementing the various features of
analog voice bridge 10. In one embodiment, computing sys-
tem 26 is a commercial-off-the-shelf computing system
capable of operating with a standard operating system, such
as a Unix, Linux, Windows, or Macintosh operating system.
In a particular embodiment, computing system 26 is a com-
mercially available computing system configured with mul-
tiple codecs 1811andmarketedunder the tradename “Mercury
interface Unit”, which is available from Trilogy Communi-
cations Limited, and located inAndover, Hampshire, United
Kingdom.

Routing table 4211 stores routing information about termi-
nals 1611 and 16b that communicate through analog voice
bridge 10.Additionally, routing table 42b stores call connec-
tion and state information about terminals 1611 and 16b that
communicate through analog voice bridge 10. Computing
systems 26 embodying each codec 1811or 18bmay have their
own routing table 4211 and 42b such that registration of a
communication link between terminals 1611 and 16b, and
other terminals configured in the same secure network
domains 1411and 14bmay be conducted independently ofone
another. In particular embodiments, routing tables 4211 and
42b are configured according to a positive inclusion policy.
That is, the only voice connections allowed through analog
voice bridge 10 are those that have been previously registered
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6
on the routing tables 4211 42b ofboth computing systems 26
embodying codecs 1811 and 18b.
Codec adapter card 30 may include one or more codecs

1811. In the particular embodiment shown, codec adapter card
30 has multiple codecs 1811 for providing multiple voice
connections between secure network domains 1411 and 14b
simultaneously. Codec adapter card 30 also includes a dedi-
catedEthernetport 46 that receives andtransmits digital voice
packets from its respective secure network domain 1411. Pro-
viding anEthernetport 46 separate fromEthernetport 36may
provide certain advantages including separationofvoice traf-
fic from configuration data packets used to configure the
operation of codec/signaling controller 40. Providing Ether-
net port separately from Ethernet port 36 may also provide
another advantage in that its coupling to codecs 1811 and 18b
may be provided without connection through the computing
system’s computer bus connectors that may otherwisereduce
throughput and/or signal quality of voice signals transferred
between codecs 1811 and 18b and Ethernet port 46.
In one embodiment, routing table 4211 is only locally con-

figurable using console 44. That is, modification of routing
table 4211 may be restricted from other access points ofcom-
puting system 26, such as Ethernet port 46 that would other-
wise allow its modification through another node remotely
configured on its associated secure network domain 1411. In
this manner, illicit access across securenetwork domains 1411
and 14benabled by modification ofrouting table 4211 may be
effectively mitigated or eliminated. Without this feature, for
example, a particular node coupled to computing system 26
through its respective secure network domain 1411 may be
able to gain illicit access to the other secure network domain
1411by remotely configuring routing table 4211 to allow unau-
thorized access to the other secure network domain 14b
through analog voice bridge 10.

Signalingadaptercard32includes oneormore I/Oports 48
for transferring logic signalswith signaling adapter cardofits
complementary computing system. Logic signals may
include any suitable quantity and/or sequenceofsignals asso-
ciatedwith voice connections across analog voice bridge 10,
such as calling sequences associated with a conference call
session, or push-to-talk signaling usedwithin conference call
sessions. For example, codec/signaling controller 40 may
receive a call request from terminal 1611 configured on secure
network domain 1411 requesting a conference call session
with terminal 16bconfigured on secure network domain 14b.
In response to the call request, codec/signaling controller 40
controls I/O ports 48 to generate logic signals that are trans-
mitted to I/O ports of its complementary computing system
for setting up a conference call with terminal 16. Codec/
signaling controller 40 ofthe complementary computing sys-
tem 26 processes the received logic signals to initiate the
conference call session with terminal 16b. In one embodi-
ment, generation of logic signals through I/O ports 48 is
restricted to control only by codec/signaling controller 40.
That is, the operation ofI/O ports 48 may not be manipulated
through instructions or messages received through Ethernet
port 36, Ethernet port 46, or other communication interface
provided on computing system 26. In this manner, the secu-
rity boundary provided between securenetwork domains 1411
and 14bmay not be breeched by performing illicit call sig-
naling techniques fromone computing system 26 to the other.

Computing system 26may generallybe adapted to execute
any ofthe knownOS2,UNIX,Mac-OS, Linux, andWindows
Operating Systems or other operating systems. Computing
system 26 in this embodiment comprises a processor 34, a
memory 38, a console 44, and other devices such as amouse,
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akeyboard, a printer, andother communication links. Inother
embodiments, computing system 26may include more, less,
or other component parts.

Several embodimentsmay include logic containedwithin a
medium. Logic may includehardware, software, and/or other
logic. Logic may be encoded in one or more tangible media
and may perform operations when executed by a computer.
Certain logic, such as the processor 34, may manage the
operation of the computing system 26. Examples of the pro-
cessor 34 include one ormore microprocessors, one ormore
applications, and/or other logic. Certain logic may include a
computer program, software, computer executable instruc-
tions, and/or instructions capable being executedby the com-
puting system 26. In particular embodiments, the operations
ofthe embodiments may be performed by one or more com-
puter readablemedia storing, embodiedwith, and/or encoded
with a computer program and/or having a stored and/or an
encodedcomputerprogram. The logicmay alsobe embedded
within any other suitablemediumwithout departing from the
scope of the invention.
The logic may be stored on a medium such as the memory

38. The memory 38 may comprise one or more tangible,
computer-readable, and/or computer-executable storage
medium. Examples of the memory 38 include computer
memory (for example, RandomAccess Memory (RAM) or
Read Only Memory (ROM)), mass storage media (for
example, ahard disk), removable storagemedia (for example,
a Compact Disk (CD) or a Digital Video Disk (DVD)), data-
base and/or network storage (for example, a server), and/or
other computer-readablemedium.
Although the illustrated embodiment provides one

embodiment of a computer that may be used with other
embodiments, such other embodimentsmay additionally uti-
lize computers other than general purpose computers as well
as generalpurpose computerswithout conventional operating
systems. Additionally, embodiments may also employ mul-
tiple general purpose computers 26 or other computers net-
worked together in a computer network. For example, mul-
tiple general purpose computers 26 or other computers may
be networked through the Internet and/or in a client server
network. Embodiments may also be usedwith a combination
of separate computer networks each linked together by a
private or a public network.
FIG.3 is a schematic diagram showing one embodiment of

multiple analog voice lines 20 and signaling lines 22that may
be configured to route analog voice signals and signaling,
respectively between computing systems 26. Codec adapter
card 30 and signaling adapter card 32 each include one or
more connectors 50 and 52, respectively, for physical inter-
connectionwith analog voice lines 20 and signaling lines 22.
In one embodiment, computing systems 26 embodying
codecs 1811 and 18b are configured in relatively close prox-
imity to each other such that interconnection ofanalog voice
lines 20 between computing systems 26 may be closely con-
trolled. In one embodiment, analog voice lines 20 may be
void ofany active circuitry, such as busses, routers, or ampli-
fiers that may increase their complexity and thus increase the
possibility of an incorrect connection between computing
systems26. In anotherembodiment, analogvoice lines 20and
signaling lines 22 are color coded to match a color coding
scheme of their associated connectors 50 and 52. For the
example shown in which codec adapter card includes eight
connectors 50, each connector 50 of codec adapter card 30
may be labeled with one of a black, brown, red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, or violet colored label.

Correspondingly, each of eight analog voice lines 20 may
be labeled with similar individual colored labels. Using this
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8
color coding scheme, the possibility ofinadvertent mismatch
of analog voice lines 20 between computing system 26 may
be reduced or eliminated.

Modifications, additions, or omissions may be made to
analog voice bridge 10without departing from the scope of
the disclosure. The components of analog voice bridge 10
may be integrated or separated. For example, the components
ofcodec adaptercard30 and/or signalingadaptercard32may
be implemented on a separate circuit card as shownormay be
implementedwith the other Moreover, the operations ofana-
log voice bridge 10 may be performed by more, fewer, or
other components. For example, computing systems 26 may
each be configured with a hardware of software firewall to
filrther restrict access to analog voice lines 20 and/or signal-
ing lines 22between the two securenetwork domains 1411and
14b.Additionally, operationsofcodec/signaling controller40
may be performed using any suitable logic comprising soft-
ware, hardware, and/or other logic.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing one embodiment ofa series

ofactions thatmay be performedby analogvoice bridge 10to
provide communicationbetween terminals 1611 and 16bcon-
figured on secure network domains 1411 and 14bwith differ-
ing security levels. In act 100, the process is initiated.
In act 102, terminals 1611 and 16bare registered for use on

analog voice bridge 10. Terminals 1611 and 16bmay be reg-
istered for use by modifying routing tables 4211 and 42b
associated with both computing systems 26 configured in
analogvoice bridge 10.Registrationofterminals 1611and 16b
may include an authentication, authorization scheme for
themselves aswell as anauthentication, authorization scheme
for the user of terminals 1611 and 16b. In one embodiment,
authorization of the user of terminals 1611 and 16b may
include validation of the user to use that particular terminal
1611 or 16b. For example, a particular user having a security
clearance level of secret may attempt to access a particular
terminal 1611 configured on a top secret secure network
domain 1411 Thus, analog voice bridge 10 may reject the
communication attempt due to lack ofproper authorizationof
the user with that particular terminal 1611.

Registration ofterminals 1611 and 16busing routing tables
4211 and 42b provides a positive inclusion policy in which
only voice sessions that have been previously registered may
be allowed to communicate through analog voice bridge 10.
Routing table 4211 may include information associated with
terminals 1611 configured on its secure network domain 1411
and terminals 16b coupled to the other secure network
domain 14b. In one embodiment, registration of terminals
1611 and 16b on routing table 4211 is only modifiable through
a locally configured console 44. That is,modification ofrout-
ing tables 4211 and 42b through a remotenode that is remotely
configured on secure network domain 1411may be restricted.
In one embodiment, routing tables 4211 and 42b associated

with each secure network domain 1411 and 14b are manually
modified by an information system security officer (ISSO)
responsible for his orher securenetwork domain 1411 or 14b.
In this manner, registration of communication sessions
through analogvoice bridge 10maybe registeredwhilemain-
taining physical separation of secure network domains 1411
and 14b from one another. For example, it may be desired to
provide a voice communication path from terminal 1611 con-
figured on securenetwork domain 1411with another terminal
16b configured on the other secure network domain 14b.
Following registration of terminals 1611 and 16b with their
associated securenetwork domains 1411 and 14bas described
with reference to act 102, the information system security
ofiicers responsible for secure network domain 1411 may
modify routing table 4211 associatedwith the secure network
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domain 1411 and communicate the desiredvoice communica-
tion path to the other information system security officer
responsible for the other secure network domain 14b. The
other information system security officer may then modify
the routing table 42b associatedwith secure network domain
14b in analog voice bridge 10.
In act 104, analog voice bridge 10 receives a connection

request from terminal 1611 configured on secure network
domain 1411andvalidates the connectionrequest according to
routing table 4211. In one embodiment, the connectionrequest
is transmitted from terminal 1611 using a TCP/IP protocol
using abrowser-baseduser interface. In another embodiment,
analog voice bridge 10 restricts all connection requests that
have not originated from a browser-based interface and
assigned to that terminal.
In act 106,computing system 26 transmits, using signaling

lines 22, the connection request to the other computing sys-
tem 26 ofanalog voice bridge 10 for its validation. The other
computing system26mayverify that terminal 1611 configured
on its secure network domain 1411 has been registered to
communicate with the other terminal 16b. In one embodi-
ment, computing systems 26 may use a proprietary signaling
sequencethrough signaling lines 22. Inthis manner, spoofing
ofconnectionrequests through analogvoicebridge 10maybe
reduced or eliminated. In another embodiment, signaling
lines 22 are restricted to convey only information necessary
for establishing, maintaining, or tearing down voice connec-
tions through analogvoice bridge 10.Thus, signaling lines 22
may be restricted from transferring any information, such as
data packets, from one computing system 26 to the other.
In act 108, computing systems 26 allocate an unused ana-

log voice line 20 in response to avalidated connectionrequest
and complete the voice connection between terminals 1611
and 16b. Once allocated, voice data packet streams originat-
ing fromterminals 1611and16bmay be coupledto codecs 1811
and 18b associated with the analog voice line 20 and vice-
versa.

When voice communication between terminals 1611 and
16b are no longer needed or desired, the voice connection is
removed from analog voice line 20 inwhich the process ends
in act 110.

Any suitable type of connection may be established
through analog voice bridge 10.Inone embodiment, terminal
1611may attempt to initiate an intercom connection in which
ensuing voice messages with terminal 16bmay be provided
by a push-to-talk (PTT)voice message transmission scheme.
Using the PTT voice message transmission scheme, voice
messages originating at one terminal 1611 or 16b may be
transmitted in half-duplex or filll-duplex fashion to the other
terminal 16bor 1611 at the push ofa button configured on the
transmitting terminal 1611 and 16b. In another embodiment,
voice transmissions across analog voice bridge 10 using a
“hot mic” voice message transmission scheme may be
restricted. The term “hot mic” voice message transmission
scheme generally refers to transmission of voice messages
over an intercom connection without manually operating a
physical actuationdevice, such as a terminal mountedbutton.
By restricting the use of “hot mic” voice message transmis-
sion schemes, therefore, the possibility of inadvertent voice
transmission across security boundaries may be reduced or
eliminated.

Modifications, additions, or omissionsmay bemade to the
method without departing from the scope of the disclosure.
The method may include more, fewer, or other acts. For
example, the computing system26 associatedwith the receiv-
ing terminal 16may first transmit the request to the receiving
terminal 16 for acceptance of the connection request by its
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user. Thus, onlyupon acceptanceofthe connectionrequest by
the receiving terminal 16 is the unused analog voice line 20
allocated to complete the voice connection through analog
voice bridge 10.
Although the present disclosure has been described with

several embodiments, a myriad of changes, variations, alter-
ations, transformations, andmodifications may be suggested
to one skilled in the art, and it is intended that the present
disclosure encompass such changes, variations, alterations,
transformation, and modifications as they fall within the
scope of the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1.A communication system comprising:
a first codec coupledto afirst terminal through afirstpacket
network and operable to decapsulate an analog voice
signal from a first packet stream received from the first
terminal, wherein the first packet stream comprises,
within the same packet stream, digitized information
representing both an analog voice signal portion and a
non-voice signal portion, the analogvoice signal portion
comprising an analog voice signal and the non-voice
signal portion comprising a data signal, the data signal
comprising non-voice data and including no analog
voice signals, and wherein the first codec is configured
to transmit only the analog voice signal portion of the
first packet stream to an analog voice line and is config-
ured to prevent the data signal from being transmitted to
the analog voice line;

a second codec coupled to a second terminal through a
second packet network, the second packet network
being separate fromthefirstpacket network,wherein the
second codec is operably coupled to the first codec
through the analog voice line and one ormore signaling
lines, wherein the first packet network and the second
packet network are configured in a multi-level security
(MLS) architecture, the first packet network having a
security level that is different than the security level of
the secondpacket network, wherein the second codec is
operable to encapsulate the received analog voice signal
in a secondpacket streamandtransmit the secondpacket
stream to the second terminal; and

wherein the analog voice line is operably coupled to the
first and second codecs and the first and second packet
networks and wherein the analog voice line is con-
structed and arranged to carry only the analog voice
signal and not the data signal, whereby the analog voice
line is operable to convey only the analog voice signal
portion ofthe first packet stream from the first codec to
the secondcodecwhile restricting communicationofthe
data signal in the non-voice signal portion of the first
packet stream from being transmitted using the analog
voice line,wherein the analog voice lineblocks commu-
nication of the non-voice data signal of the first packet
stream to the second packet network, and blocks com-
munication of the second packet stream with the first
packet network, to ensure that the data signal from the
first terminal is not transmitted to the second terminal;
and

wherein the one or more signaling lines are operable to
convey control signals associatedwith the analog voice
signal, the signaling lines being decoupled from at least
one of the first packet network and the second packet
network.

2.A communication system comprising:
a first codec coupledto afirst terminal through afirstpacket
network and operable to decapsulate an analog voice
signal from a first packet stream received from the first
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terminal, wherein the first packet stream comprises,
within the same packet stream, information that com-
prises a voice portion and a non-voice portion, the voice
portion comprising an analog voice signal and the non-
voice portion comprising a data signal that comprises
non-voice data and includes no analog voice signals,
wherein the first codec is configured to prevent the data
signal of the first packet stream from being transmitted
to an analog voice line configured between the first
packet network and a secondpacket network, the second
packet network separate from the first packet network,
wherein the first codec is filrther configured to permit
transmission of only the analog voice signal of the first
packet stream, and not the data signal, using the analog
voice line, and wherein the first codec is configured to
prevent the data signal from being transmitted to the
second packet network via the analog voice line; and

a second codec coupled to a second terminal through the
second packet network and operably coupled to the first
codec through the analog voice line, the second codec
operable to encapsulate the received analogvoice signal
in a secondpacket streamandtransmit the secondpacket
stream to the second terminal;

wherein the analog voice line is operably coupled to the
first and second codecs and the first and second packet
networks, and wherein the analog voice line is config-
ured to convey only the analogvoice signal from the first
codec to the second codec while restricting communi-
cation of the data signal of the first packet stream from
being transmitted using the analog voice line, so as to
block communication of the data signal of the first
packet stream to the second packet network and to
ensure that the data signal from the first terminal is not
transmitted to the second terminal.

3. The communication system ofclaim 2,wherein the first
codec is configured in a first computing system and the sec-
ond codec is configured in a second computing system, the
first computing system being separate from the second com-
puting system.

4. The communication system ofclaim 2,wherein the first
packet network andthe secondpacket network are configured
in a multi-level security (MLS) architecture, the first packet
network having a security level that is different than the
security level of the second packet network.
5. The communication system ofclaim 2, filrther compris-

ing one or more signaling lines coupled between the first
computing system and the second computing system, the one
or more signaling lines operable to convey control signals
associated with the analog voice signal, the signaling lines
being decoupled from the first packet network or the second
packet network.

6. The communication system ofclaim 2, filrther compris-
ing a first routing table associated with the first codec and a
second routing table associated with the second codec, the
first routing table operable to store registration information
associated with the first terminal and the second terminal,
respectively,wherein the first codec and the secondcodec are
operable to encapsulate and decapsulate, respectively, the
analog voice signal only if the first terminal and the second
terminal are registered in the first routing table andthe second
routing table.

7. The communication system ofclaim 6, wherein at least
oneofthe first routing table andthe secondrouting table is not
configurable from the first packet network or the second
packet network.
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8. The communication system ofclaim 6, wherein the first

codec is operable to decapsulate the analog voice signal only
if the first terminal is registered in the first routing table.
9. The communication systemofclaim 2, fithher compris-

ing a plurality offirst codecs coupled to a plurality of second
codecs through a plurality ofanalog signal lines, each ofthe
plurality of analog signal lines having a physical port that is
associated with a differing colored label relative to the other
plurality of analog signal lines.

10. The communication system of claim 2, wherein the
analog voice signal comprises an intercom link.
11.The communication systemofclaim 2,wherein at least

one of the first terminal and the second terminal comprises a
push-to-talk button, the transmission ofthe analog voice sig-
nal from its respective terminal allowedonly during actuation
ofthe push-to-talk button.
12.A communication method comprising:
decapsulating, using a first codec, an analog voice signal

from a first packet stream transmitted over a first packet
network by a first terminal, wherein the first packet
stream comprises, within the same first packet stream,
information corresponding to an analog voice signal
portion and a non-voice signal portion, the non-voice
signal portion comprising a data signal that comprises
non-voice data and includes no analogvoice signals, and
wherein the first codec is configured to prevent the data
signal offirst packet stream from being transmitted over
the analog voice line configuredbetween the first packet
network and a secondpacket network, the secondpacket
network separate from the first packet network, wherein
the first codec is fithher configured to permit transmis-
sion, via the analog voice line, ofonly the analog voice
signal portion ofthe first packet stream, andnot the data
signal portion, to a second codec in operable communi-
cation with the second packet network;

transmitting only the analog voice signal over the analog
voice line to the second codec, wherein the analog voice
line is operable to convey only analogvoice signal infor-
mation between the first and second codecs and is con-
figured to block communication ofthe data signal infor-
mation, suchthat the data signal is prevented frombeing
transmitted fromthefirst terminal to the secondterminal
via the analog voice line; and

encapsulating, by the second codec, the transmitted analog
voice signal in a secondpacket stream, and transmitting
the secondpacket stream to the second terminal through
the second packet network.

13. The communication method of claim 12,wherein the
first codec is configured in a first computing system and the
secondcodec is configured in a secondcomputing system, the
first computing system being separate from the second com-
puting system.

14. The communication method of claim 12,wherein the
first packet network and the second packet network are con-
figured in amulti-level security (MLS) environment, the first
packet network having a security level that is different than
the security level of the second packet network.

15.The communicationmethod of claim 12, further com-
prising conveying control signals associated with the analog
voice signal between the first codec and the second codec
using one or more signaling lines, the one or more signaling
lines being decoupled from at least one of the first packet
network and the second packet network.

16. The communication method of claim 12,wherein the
first codec andthe secondcodec decapsulate and encapsulate,
respectively, the analog voice signal only if the first terminal
and the second terminal are registered in a first routing table
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associated with the first packet network and the second rout-
ing table associated with the second packet network.

17. The communicationmethod of claim 16, fithher com-
prisingmodifying at least oneofthe first routing table and the
second routing table only from a locally configured console.
18. The communicationmethod of claim 12, fithher com-

prising a plurality of first codecs coupled to a plurality of
second codecs through a plurality ofanalog signal lines, each
of the plurality of analog signal lines having a physical port
that is associatedwith a differing colored label relative to the
other plurality of analog signal lines.

19. The communication method of claim 12, wherein the
analog voice signal comprises an intercom link.

20. The communication method of claim 12, wherein at
least one of the first terminal and the second terminal com-
prises a push-to-talk button, the transmission of the analog
voice signal from its respective terminal allowed only during
actuation of the push-to-talk button.
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